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Multiple peptide synthesis
PepSy is the first of a new generation of
peptide synthesisers. Available from
Zinsser Analytic, it is easy-to-use,
flexible and economically priced. The
system is specially designed for parallel
synthesis of 32 or 96 peptides with
reaction volumes of 1.8 ml (96
peptides) and 3.5 ml (32 peptides).
PepSy consists of a unique reaction
block, also suitable for inert reactions.
The reaction is supported by software-
controlled vortexing of the reactor
block. It is equipped with four specially
designed probes for distribution of
reagents and solvents, reliable filtration
from the top and fast washing resins.
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Body fluid collection dipsticks
A range of easy-to-use body fluid
collection dipsticks suited for
applications such as the isolation of
DNA prior to PCR, or for simple and
safe sample storage, are now available
from Schleicher & Schuell UK.
Isocode Stix PCR template preparation
dipsticks enable high-quality DNA to
be isolated in about 30 minutes,
without the need for hazardous
reagents and ensuring consistent
results. Isocode Stix are supplied in a
matchbook style configuration
containing four dipsticks. A wide range
of samples can be collected including
blood, saliva and tissue culture cells.
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In Brief
A true metrology system
For years the accuracy of scanning probe
microscopes has been limited by the
inherently unpredictable nature of the piezo
elements used in scanner systems. The
MI metrology scanner, from Molecular
Imaging, employs a unique hollow pivot
flexure stage. Three independent piezo
actuators are used for motion control to
minimise scanner bow and permit the use of
the whole scanner range for measurements.
The low mass wafer stage ensures faster
scanning and exceptional flatness over the
whole scanner range. 
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Rat IFN-γ ELISA
TCS Biologicals have recently launched a
new Rat IFN-γ ELISA from Endogen Inc.
The kit provides all the reagents required for
the quantification of IFN-γ within 2.5 h. This
is the first kit that allows EDTA, sodium
citrate and heparin plasma samples, in
addition to serum and culture supernatant
samples, to be measured. It also offers
superior sensitivity — vital when measuring
normal serum and plasma samples as the
level of IFN-γ is low in non-stimulated cells.
The ELISA is available in 5 or 10-PaksTM in
which all reagents are supplied in cost
effective bulk formats.
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High throughput automation
Brandel/Sitek have collaborated in the
launch of a series of innovative and reliable
solutions for high throughput in vitro drug
development technology, aimed at the
growing pharmaceutical and biotechnology
research and development community. The
new collaboration has pioneered many new
innovations in the automation of cell
technology and high throughput screening.
For example, for Caco-2 tissue cultural
systems, special procedures have been
designed which reduce or in some cases
eliminate cell shock and enhance the quality
and consistency of the cell membranes.
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RNA analysis
C. Therm DNA Polymerase for reverse
transcription in one-step RT–PCR has been
developed by Roche Diagnostics for highly
specific and sensitive analysis of RNA.
Particularly suitable for transcribing difficult
RNA targets, this novel enzyme is convenient
to use and offers significant advantages over
other polymerases used in RT–PCR. With
greatly improved fidelity and the flexibility for
use with a range of applications, it is a valuable
tool for molecular biology researchers.
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When producing polarising
microscopes, some manufacturers
simply add accessories to standard
biological microscopes, with
inevitable design compromises. The
MP3500 Polarising Microscope
System from Prior Scientific is a
dedicated instrument, optimised to
the requirements of polarised light
microscopy. It offers an affordable,
robust microscope with excellent
image quality, ideal for industrial and
teaching use. Strain-free optics are a
pre-requisite for analytical polarised
light microscopy, and MP3500 optics
are manufactured to DIN standard.
Illumination systems are available for
both transmitted illumination and
reflected illumination. The MP3500
system includes a range of viewing
heads, stages and objectives. Other
facilities are a built-in Bertrand lens
for conoscopic observation and a range
of compensators. A 35 mm camera
attachment and video camera adaptor
are also available.
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A polarising microscope
